In the cloud computing application area of accomplish, we find the fact that cloud computing covers a lot of areas are its main asset. At a top level, it is an approach to IT where many users, some even from different companies get access to shared IT resources such as servers, routers and various file extensions, instead of each having their own dedicated servers. This offers many advantages like lower costs and higher efficiency. Unfortunately there have been some high profile incidents where some of the largest cloud providers have had outages and even lost data, and this underscores that it is important to have backup, security and disaster recovery capabilities. In education field, it gives better choice and flexibility to IT departments than others. The platform and applications you use can be onpremises, off-premises, or a combination of both, depending on your academic organization's needs. With cloud computing in education, you get powerful software and massive computing resources where and when you need them. Use cloud services to best combine: *On-demand computing and storage. *A familiar development experience with ondemand scalability. *Online services for anywhere, anytime access to powerful web-based tools.
Introduction
Cloud application services or "Software as a Service " deliver software as a service over the Internet, eliminating the need to install and run the application on the customer's own computers and simplifying maintenance and support.
A cloud application is software provided as a service. It consists of the following: a package of interrelated tasks, the definition of these tasks, and the configuration files, which contain dynamic information about tasks at run-time. Cloud tasks provide compute, storage, communication and management capabilities. Tasks can be cloned into multiple virtual machines, and are accessible through application programmable interfaces (API). Cloud applications are a kind of utility computing that can scale out and in to match the workload demand. Cloud applications have a pricing model that is based on different compute and storage usage, and tenancy metrics.
What makes a cloud application different from other applications is its elasticity. Cloud applications have the ability to scale out and in. This can be achieved by cloning tasks in to multiple virtual machines at run-time to meet the changing work demand. Configuration Data is where dynamic aspects of cloud application are determined at runtime. There is no need to stop the running application or redeploy it in order to modify or change the information in this file A cloud application is a SOA application that runs under a specific environment, which is the cloud computing environment (platform).
SOA is a business model that addresses the business process management, cloud architecture addresses many technical details that are environment specific, which makes it more a technical model.
Support in education institution:
• Cost. You choose a subscription or, in some cases, a pay-as-you-go planwhichever works best with your organization's business model. • Flexibility. Scale your infrastructure to maximize investments. Cloud computing allows you to dynamically scale as demands fluctuate.
• Accessibility. Help make data and services publicly available without jeopardizing sensitive information.
Improve some of the common challenges.
• Increased Storage. Organizations can store more data than on private computer systems.
• Highly Automated. Cloud hosting is fast becoming the web hosting solution of choice, especially with ecommerce merchants. Instead of being limited by the space and utilities of a physical web server, those who use the cloud to host their shops and take payments and orders through it find that they can scale their server space to meet their needs without paying for unnecessary utilities or running out of space and having to make the hard decision of which items and services need to be cut from their enterprise.
A micro theory:
After some time, when we send any query to the system then it will be pass from our personal computer to clouds (Servers). 
X PC Y Functional theory:
To understand the way to execute query:
First
Step: Query will search a port in the whole earth surface to get destination point through these formulas ( Figure. 2).
Second Step:
Query got the server and it will go in execution state.
Third
Step: Solution got from user and it will be sent acknowledgement status to the server.
Fourth
Step: Update state will be saved by the server.
Figure.2
Some Technical Security Benefits of the Cloud:
1. Centralized Data * Reduced Data Leakage: this is the benefit I hear most from Cloud providersand in my view they are right.
-How many laptops do we need to lose before we get this? -How many backup tapes? The data "landmines" of today could be greatly reduced by the Cloud as thin client technology becomes prevalent. Small, temporary caches on handheld devices or Notebook computers pose less risk than transporting data buckets in the form of laptops.
* Monitoring benefits: central storage is easier to control and monitor. The flipside is the nightmare scenario of comprehensive data theft.
Incident Response / Forensics
* Forensic readiness: with Infrastructure as Service providers, we can build a dedicated forensic server in the same Cloud as our company and place it offline, ready for use when needed. We would only need pay for storage until an incident happens and we need to bring it online. We don't need to call someone to bring it online or install some kind of remote boot software -we just click a button in the Cloud Providers web interface. If we have multiple incident responders, we can give them a copy of the VM so we can distribute the forensic workload based on the job at hand or as new sources of evidence arise and need analysis. To fully realize this benefit, commercial forensic software vendors would need to move away from archaic, physical dongle based licensing schemes to a network licensing model. * Decrease evidence acquisition time: if a server in the Cloud gets compromised (i.e. broken into), we can now clone that server at the click of a mouse and make the cloned disks instantly available to our Cloud Forensics server. We didn't need to "find" * Improve log indexing and search: with your logs in the Cloud you can leverage Cloud Compute to index those logs in realtime and get the benefit of instant search results.
-What is different here? The Compute instances can be plumbed in and scale as needed based on the logging load -meaning a true real-time view.
* Getting compliant with Extended logging: most modern operating systems offer extended logging in the form of a C2 audit trail. This is rarely enabled for fear of performance degradation and log size. Now you can 'opt-in' easily -if you are willing to pay for the enhanced logging, you can do so. Granular logging makes compliance and investigations easier.
5. Improve the state of security software (performance) * Drive vendors to create more efficient security software: Billable CPU cycles get noticed. More attention will be paid to inefficient processes; e.g. poorly tuned security agents. Process accounting will make a comeback as customers target 'expensive' processes. Security vendors that understand how to squeeze the most performance from their software will win.
6. Secure builds * Pre-hardened, change control builds: this is primarily a benefit of virtualization based Cloud Computing. Now you get a chance to start 'secure' (by your own definition) -you create your Gold Image VM and clone away. There are ways to do this today with bare-metal OS installs but frequently these require additional 3rd party tools, are time consuming to clone or add yet another agent to each endpoint.
* Reduce exposure through patching offline: Gold images can be kept up securely kept up to date. Offline VMs can be conveniently patched "off" the network.
* Easier to test impact of security changes: this is a big one. Spin up a copy of your production environment, implement a security change and test the impact at low cost, with minimal startup time. This is a big deal and removes a major barrier to 'doing' security in production environments.
7. Security Testing * Reduce cost of testing security: a SaaS provider only passes on a portion of their security testing costs. By sharing the same application as a service, you don't foot the expensive security code review and/or penetration test. Even with Platform as a Service where your developers get to write code, there are potential cost economies of scale (particularly around use of code scanning tools that sweep source code for security weaknesses).
Conclusion
We swear that, these are only some of the uses that cloud technology currently supports. When it comes to the future, it is obvious that this will become the way of life for those who rely on vast amounts of data and require portability across systems and devices. Cloud services offer a less expensive and far more versatile experience for users to work with their information and to provide services for others on short notice. Also, it decentralizes data storage which will assist the users in feeling far more secure about their data and give one more tool against corrupted hard drives and other accidents of nature. As time goes on, it is certain that the cloud will become integrated with just about every type of activity that takes place on the Internet.
Result: P rocess to find data in clouds will be complex but it's very helpful.
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